
DUST DIARY 

JULY 31, 2014

Sept 27, 2014 retrospective. This sideways movement in July was disconcerting. By this 
time, July 31, It was obvious I had missed the June 11 drop-- even though I NOTED it on 
paper as a big deal... and even made a new comb bound book for it! DUST 15-17 would with 
100 shares would have been a relatively minor $200 variance as I waited for the NEW move 
up. I even put a GREEN DOT to buy LONG on this inverse! 

<hr>

July 31 2014 DUST 1-mo. 



Sept. 27, 2014. During this sideways move after the July 11, 2014 drop in DUST, price 
varied from $15 to 17. With only 100 shares, this would have been a minor $200 variance 
while I watied for the upswing... which seen up close... was promised several times as tops 
descended. I EVEN posted this graphic on 7/31 showing where the take offs could have been. 

<hr>

August 25, 2014 DUST 12 mo. 

Fri. Sept. 26, 2014 Retrospective. I saw this situation back in August 25. I don't know if I 
acted on it or not. I spotted it however. I just now got this new method of keeping track of the 



SAME period chart of the SAME stock.... in a chronological progression so I can see exactly 
what I thought at each change. Just now I'm adding commentary to this new method. 

Sept. 9, 2014

Sat. Sept. 27, 2014 Retrospective. Clearly, on Sept 9 when I made this graphic, DUST was 
breaking out of the looong sideways move in red. It's roughly LABOUR DAY-- Sept. 3 or so. 
I'll have to check. Lately I've been demonstrating and proving my recognition of these types 
of SIGNIFICANT changes in direction (enough to take advantage of as a tiny trader) by 
buying just a MINIMAL amount of shares-- since my account has been decimated by my 
experiments. 
<hr>

DUST year chart-- ALWAYS consider the YEAR view! 



Sat. Sept. 27, 2014 Update. This graphic demonstrates ANOTHER way to look at the 
breakouts. The blue FEATHERED lines from June 11 to Sept. 3 show DECREASING 
SLOPE to about 45 deg. on the DUST YEAR chart. The take off is about 60 deg. There were 
FOUR FALSE BREAKOUTS before the REAL one! I might have been fooled with small 
trades on those several times though I haven't checked my records yet. 

<hr>



Sat. Sept. 27, 2014 Update. Here's an interesting PROJECTION I made on the 19th of Sept... 
which is still continuing. DOTTED LINES now represent "support" and "resistance". 

<hr>

DUST year chart. 

 
Sat. Sept. 27, 2014 update. I could see that things were going LATERAL by now-- though it 
could have been a retracement to the uptrend line. I was too busy gathering graphs to actually 
do the GRAPHICS... which might be a mistake. 



<hr>

DUST 12 mo. 

Sat. Sept. 27, 2014 Update. I grabbed this give which clearly shows that we're still heading to 
30... there is an upward move desptie the sideways move. We'll go in for a close look on the 6 
month. 

<hr>

DUST 6 mo. 

Sat. Sept. 27, 2014 update. This is ASTONISHING in a way-- the CONTINUED rise of the 
inverse... to what is ALSO surprising-- that we were there... as RECENTLY as June... it's the 
position JUST BEFORE the June 11 drop... that I missed! Now I see I MISSED the runup of 



Sept. 3 as well!! CLEARLY on Sept. 3, there was a dramatic and PRONOUNCED rise... over 
18 which BROKE that gentle lulling downtrend since the end of June. 

<hr>


